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There is another streaming app for the AnyTone called AnyTone Cloud. Although not a part of the Bridgecom integration suite, its free to use and its simple
to install, you can pair it with your radios via QR code if needed. On the downside, it doesnt work for VHF/UHF modes, but fortunately, they have easy ways
to reprogram it to work for those modes through their software. This means you can try out the DMR mode with the AnyTone by streaming to the Anytone

using an open source QR code decoder. If you find QRP mode isnt enough, you can always add an IrDi adapter that connects to the bridge port, to ultimately
build a full IRIG router. After a little trial & error, I found the most reliable DMR mode was the Normal mode that I set on my UA416. This means we can all
see the commands being transmitted! This is a huge help in training, especially when the CRI can vary as much as 10% from the Tx. OTOH, it also means

you cannot program stations via single button presses with the UA416 because its more of a pre-set mode, rather than a true DMR mode. If you are looking
for true DMR, wait a few months until SDRplay comes out with the DMR support. On the subject of timing, my UA416 is set to UTC-GMT, with an offset of -7,

while my Anytone is set to a local time offset of 3 hours. Be sure to set your SDRplay to the correct time zone before hooking them up if your radios are
local. One of the things that has really sold me on the AnyTone over a traditional X.10 SDR is that it includes 7 different encoding modes, which generally
offer more bandwidth than WSPR. While I do love WSPR, I also love DMR so the 7-mode Anytone 578 has put me on a solid DMR adventure. The following

modes are supported by the Anytone:
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Same problems and same fix.
When you plug in your AnyTone

radio, it finds the firmware updater
and displays the message shown
above. I was able to download &

install the V2.02 firmware update,
however after a reboot, Windows

did not re-recognize the radio until
I selected it in the radio manager.
After that I was able to use it just

like the previous firmware
versions. After installing the latest

AnyTone CPS software on my
desktop, I tried again to load the

firmware updater. The same
message appeared as above, but

the second time I selected my
radio, the firmware updater and

radio worked fine. (whew!) I
wanted to see if the new update
would at least fix my problems
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with the 30 digital programs not
being recognized correctly. Well,

when I try to run that program, its
still only recognized if the last one
is done loading. Not sure if this is a

proper fix or simply just a band-
aid, but it works fine and as long
as no one else at the station is
using the 30 digital programs I

dont care. Below weve the
download links to the V1 and V2.01

software for the very popular
Anytone AT-6666. Remember youll

need a dedicated programming
cable unless you use the standard
AT-5555 cable and plug direct to
the board. The latter option is the
poorest in my opinion as the board
gets super hot. Make sure to use

the right software to your model of
radio. Now my AnyTone radio will
be facing doom as I leave it on the

balcony, trust me! I know from
experience, as I find out when its
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time to fix things like any other
radio, that its usually stuck until I
get to the place in my life thats
available to take it with me. If

youre like me, there comes a time
in your life when you need to take
control of your security, just like
any Jeep Cherokee, then youre
reading the right blogpost. This
time, Ive got a second AnyTone
578 for sale. Bought it used off

eBay for a reasonable amount of
money, and it includes the router,
antenna & programming cables
from the original sale. If youre
interested and already have an

AT-5555, I recommend a touch the
radios IP address in your router
control panel and then scan for
new updates. Keep in mind that
theres two files (AT-5555 and

AT-6666) available. The one im
selling is the AT-5555 version of
the radio, so we dont need the
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